Names Hebrew Biblical Roots
BOOK 47
MOSHE SISELSENDER
Collective punishment

Israel in order to stop the wave of terrorist attacks must hold the village or neighborhood from where terrorists come responsible for the actions of all its residents. Not only must the family members of the terrorist be held responsible; but all the members of his/her community.

The terrorist who strike shoot or stabs innocent Jews throw stones bombs at autos of innocent Jews, consider all Jews
responsible for the sin of being a Jew and living in Israel. This is collective punishment.

What is good for the goose is good for the gender.

We are not stabbing or shooting the members of the family of the terrorist, or the members of his community. We are putting them on notice that everyone is responsible for everyone else. No one can shrug his responsibility. No one can say like Cain in the Genesis “I am
not my brother’s keeper”

Genesis 4:9 God replied “the blood of your brother is crying from the earth” genesis 4:10

So too, when the Arab community realizes that everyone is responsible for everyone else they will be the police men to ensure that there be no more terrorist attacks.
THOMAS
SPLIT
TH
OMAS
OMAS = TRUTH
Hebrew uses consonants only and is read from right to left
THM = MHT
Hebrew is open to multiple interpretations. It allows one to place vowels to the consonants to make sense.

\[ \text{THM} = \text{MHT} \]

\[ \text{MHT} = \text{AMHTAI} = \text{EQUITY} \]

\[ \text{THOMAS} = \text{COMBINATION OF} \]
TRUTH AND EQUITY

Rodney
split ROD
NEY
ROD= DESCEND
borrow the D+N
DN=JUDGEMENT
EY Hebrew is read from right to left =YE=GOD
ROD+DN+YE=
A person who can descend into the heart of a matter and render a judgement that is Godly true.

DEGREES
DR. =
HEBREW uses only consonants
Hebrew permits one to place vowels
Hebrew is read from right to left
DR. =RD =
ROD=DESCEND
INVESTIGATE TO THE HEART OF THE MATTER
MAKE A DIAGNOSIS AND PRESCRIBE TREATMENT

DDS
Hebrew uses consonants only and is open to multiple interpretations. Hebrew permits you to place the vowels. DDS=DDaS = KNOWLEDGE WISDOM DDS is one who possesses knowledge and wisdom.
Hebrew uses consonants only

Hebrew is open to multiple interpretations. It allows one to place vowels to the consonants to make sense.

MHT=AMHTAI=EQUITY
DEGREES
PHD=PAHAD =FEAR
SCIENCE REPRESENTS LIGHT. LIGHT PUSHES AWAY FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN. THEREFORE PHD=
ONE WHO AS A RESULT OF HIS KNOWLEDGE ANALYZES THE PROBLEM DIAGNOSES THE CAUSES AND PRESCRIBES A REMEDY SOLUTION AND CURE.
AND PUSHES AWAY FEAR
OF THE UNKNOWN.

BA=AB=FATHER or PA
MA=AM =MOTHER or MA
LLB=LEB=HEART
ONE WHO GOES TO THE
HEART OF THE MATTER
AND DISCOVERS THE
LEGAL SOLUTION FOR A
PROBLEM AND GOES TO
COURT TO HAVE THE
COURT ENFORCE JUSTICE
Alexander Alex Sender-
male
Alexsandra Sandra -
female
split into
ALE
XANDER

ALE= GOD
X=sounds like Z or S=
ZANDER
Split
ZAN =FEED NOURISH SUSTAIN
SCRIPTURE
Psalms 136:25
Psalms 145:16

ATTACH THE Z to ADR=ZADER
or SADER= ORDER
=ORGANIZATION

Scripture Job 10:22
“tzalmos velo sedorim ”
“A place a country a nation or
nations that who do not possess
civilized norms and ORDER ”

Such nations can not survive . The
Europeans for the last 2000 years fit
this category.
ALEXANDER the Greek Emperor considered himself a God. He defeated the Persians. He invaded India and became a world power. He was wise and unified his empire. He was tolerant of all religions. He was interested in building an empire.
The last thing he wanted was to have the people revolt because of coercing them to abandon their culture and religion. He followed the Persian model. The Persians followed the religious tolerant policies of the Babylonian empire.

When Rome became the world power they in turn followed the same model of tolerance.

When Europeans espoused
Christianity the Europeans starting in the year 500 ACE after the birth of Jesus reversed the policy of religious tolerance.

Hundreds of thousands if not millions people professing belief in Christ, who strayed from the official line and dogma at the synod of the year 500, were killed. Their beliefs branded as heresy. Their books burned.

In the 1850s in a monastery in
the Sinai desert archeologists discovered thousands of manuscripts of the New Testament dated to the years 300-400 that differ from the official King James version. The King James version follows the dogmas adopted at the Synod of the year 500.

500 years after the crucifixion, the synod decreed that the Jews bore responsibility for the crucifixion. Only if they adopt the dogma of the Synod of 500 would they be spared. Otherwise, the Jews are to be despised.
like dirt and killed.

320 years after the crucifixion the synod presided by Roman emperor Constantine decreed that the Jesus is the son of God. He has the same substance as God.


Prior to the decree of that Synod Jesus was believed as being a Rabbi -not God - by a group called the Ebyonim. They observed all the religious rituals and followed
all the laws as recorded in the Talmud. They only were stricter in their observance. There existed no supersession of Christianity over all other prior religions. Certainly not over Judaism. The Ebyonim lasted for ten generation after the Crucifixion in the year 32ACE.

Another group also denied that Jesus was God. They claimed he became an Angel after his death. They were known as Arians after the name of their leader. The Arians challenged the believers that Jesus and the Holy Ghost are
the same substance as God. They controlled large parts of Europe for hundreds of years. They exist today as non Trinitarian religions. Two such group are the Seven Day Evangelists and the Unitarians.

Another group agreed that he was God and Holy Ghost. However the three are not distinct substances but only glide from one to an other.

An other group said that it was a phantom that was crucified, not
the person of Jesus.

Another claimed that only Jesus’ soul flew to heaven, not his body.

All these doctrines were declared heresy. Their books were burned. Their followers killed.

Thus the early Christians from 315-500 ACE killed more of their own kind than the Romans before
Emperor Constantine.

After 500ACE the Roman empire was over run by the Barbarians Vandals and the Western half of the Roman Empire fell was destroyed. The Eastern half was destroyed by the Roman Catholics in 1215 and then the Turks finished the job in the 1400s.

Thus Christians killed millions of Christians. The first Crusade took place in the South of France against a heretical group of Christians. Over a million men
women infants invalids were slaughtered. All in the name of preserving the true faith as decreed by the synods.

The other crusades 1100-1300 saw the murder of millions as the European kings used Christianity to wrest control of the Holy land from the Muslims. The Crusaders were finally defeated.

The Muslims until the birth of the State of Israel were tolerant to the Jews and other religions.
In 1520 Luther challenged the catholic Church. The wars of Catholics vs. Protestants 1530-1630 saw the killing of millions. Today the Protestants have more than 130 various sects.

Thus the European abused Christianity for their own selfish interests. The Church cooperated with the European kings. They brain washed its citizens to accept the corruptions and abuse of all their rights. Thus not only Jews; but mostly other Christians
suffered. Millions if not billions were killed. Mostly Christians killing Christians.

After 1630-1800 saw the Europeans countries England France Portugal Spain Italy approximately 400 million conquering Africa the Middle East India Burma North Central South America Australia New Zealand parts of China Singapore. This area comprised over 1 billion
people. The area was 10 times the geographical area of the Europeans. They tortured enslaved wiped out the culture and killed millions if not billions. All in the name of their version of Christianity or higher European civilization.

Thus the highjackers of Christianity threw Christianity to the wind. They espoused a new religion Science. As long as the high priests of science sanctioned their brutality grand larceny rape plunder and murder they swore
allegiance to science.

The murder of the Europeans was the dress rehearsal for the Nazi hordes that killed over 100 million non Jews and wiped out 1/3 of the Jewish people in the holocaust 1940-1945.

After the defeat of the Nazis, 1946-2014, the Europeans have substituted the Arabs invented the Palestinians to complete the murderous work of
Hitler to destroy Israel and murder all the 6 million Jews there.

Now the Europeans are facing ISIS the bastard child of the European aggression against the Jews and Israel. ISIS is the other side of the coin -the true face of Fatah Abbas Hamas and thew Palestinians who hate all Jews and want to destroy Israel. ISIS wants to KILL ALL WHO DO NOT ACCEPT THEIR VERSION OF ISLAM. ALL EUROPEANS ALL AMERICANS.
This is the problem that Jews today face. They face the 2000 year anti-Semitic Europeans.

In this struggle all means are legal. God has blessed the remnants of the Jewish people who survived 2000 year European anti-Semitism with genius.

It is survival of the fittest. Only the smartest most capable the most pragmatic Jews and their descendants survived.

These Jews possess the atom
hydrogen neutron bomb and the T=Torah Bomb. Millions of Jews throughout the world study Torah. GOD when He created the world stipulated that the purpose of creation was that Jews study Torah. The world depends for its survival on the study of Torah.

Thus the Jew armed with the atom hydrogen neutron and Torah bombs can defend himself and ensure that another holocaust does not take place. The Jew using pragmatic and spiritual powers will protect Jews in Israel as well
as in the rest of the world.

Jeremiah 33:25
“ko omar hashem im lo berisi chukis shomayim veoretz lisamti”
“Thus said God if it was not for my Bris -Covenant -the study of Torah the heavens and earth would not have been created. ”
Zisel  Sisel Sis
separate
ZIS and El
ZIS = SWEAt
EL- GOD
ZIS=EL

scripture

Genesis 3:19
"kapecho tochol lechem"
"With the sweat of your brow eat bread."
VICTOR
separate
VIC = CIV = Hebrew is read from right to left
CIV means pain
TOR means Torah knowledge or scientific knowledge and wisdom one who possesses Torah or scientific knowledge as a physician can alleviate and cure pain.
Scripture
Deuteronomy 4:44 “VEZOS HATORAH ASHER SOM Moshe lifnai Benai Yisroael” “And this is the Torah that Moses set before the children of Israel”
Numbers 9:23 “Al pi Hashem beyad Moshe” “[The Torah that Moses gave to the Jews] came from God through the hands of Moses.”

Proverbs 3:18 “Etz Chaim hi lamachazikim boh vetomchei meushor” “A tree of life for those who
embrace the Torah and its supporters are extremely happy.”

Proverbs 3:17 “drocheyo darkei noam vekol nesovosayho sholom” “All its paths are sweet harmonious and all its by paths spell peace and reconciliation.”

Proverbs 3:16 “Orech Yomim beyemino ubsmolo osher vekovod” “Lengthy life span in its right hand and wealth prestige and recognition in its left hand”

Isaiah 42:21 Hashem Chofetz
lemen Tzidko yagdil Toah veyadir” “God desired because of His justness[ and consideration for man ] so he increased the Torah and made it glorious.

IRENA other names Renay Ronia Ena Ona
The sound of E can be changed to O
Ena=ONA
The sound of N can be changed to M = EMA
Ema also means mother,

MALE - Rony Rani Ronald Ray

Separate
I
RENA

I= An island

Rena= song

Irena is an island of happiness
Scripture

Psalms 118:15
“kol RINO  veyshuoh beohlei tzadikim ” “Sounds of song and salvation in the tents of the righteous ”
LEORA
ORA
ARA
CLARA
LAURA
LEORA
separate Le

ORA

Le= God

ORA =LIGHT

Scripture

Genesis 1:1:3 “Vayomer Elokim yehi Ohr vayehi Ohr.”“ And God said let there be light and there was light.”
MALE
LEAR
LEON
LEONARD

LEON

Hebrew is read from right to left

separate

LE

ONARD

LE=EL

EL= GOD

ONA=PLEASE
When man descends to the depths of his soul and begs PLEASE God and at the same time does everything physically possible with pragmatic means carries a gun and uses the gun for his protection and in defense of an other human God will listen
Scripture

Psalms 118:25 “Ono hashem hosh ono” “Please God help me ”
Psalms 118:5 “Min hamaitzer korosi ko onni bamerchav ko ”
“From the straits have I called upon God .God answered with a broad hand ”

Psalms 118:6 “Hashem li lo iro mah iaseh li odom”
“God is with me I am not afraid.
What can man do to me? ”
Al thi sis true if you carry a gun to protect your self and learn how to handle a gun. And do not hesitate to shoot first and ask questions later. If some one attacks you, you shoot first and ask questions later. It is better to err on the side of remaining alive; rtaher than erring and being dead.

“Hakom lehorgech hashkem vehorgo.” “When one comes to kill you arise and kill him first.”

The worst that can happen is that you go to jail for life; rathet than be buried until God in His
mercy at the designated time after the coming of the Messiah will resurrect all the dead. Bible Daniel :2 “verabim meyoshne ofor yopkumu” “and many of those who sleep in the earth will arise [be resurrected] ”

NAVA=BEAUTIFUL SCRIPTURE
SONG OF SONGS 1:5
“Schora Ani V’NAVA
“Black am I but beautiful. ”
I am beautiful because I am black
The first color created by God was black.

Scripture
Genesis 1:2 "Vehooretz hoyso tohu vebohu VECHOSECH al pnai tehom " and Hooretz- the earth[the non spiritual creatiin ' was Chosech -black"

NAVA=BEAUTIFUL

NAVA +L= A DEAD SMELLY ANIMAL=

NOVOL
Scripture

Psalms 14:1  Psalms 53:2  "Omor NOVAL belibo ain Elokim  "The one who cn be compared to a dead smelly animal thinks in his heart there exists  no God  "

adding one letter can convert what is beautiful into a dead smelly animal.

All religion is beautiful . However
once personal agendas are added = the same as adding L to
NAVA+L= A DEAD SMELLY
ANIMAL= DICTATORSHIP
TOTALITARIANISM MURDER
RAPE GRAND LARCENY
GENOCIDE.

THE SLIPPERY SLOPE
BETWEEN BELIEF IN GOD
AND PANTHEISM IS ONLY
ONE WORD.
GOD ALWAYS EXISTED
EXISTS AND WILL ALWAYS
EXIST GOD IS BEYOND TIME
AND SPACE. GOD’S
THOUGHTS OF CREATION ALWAYS EXISTED.

ROB RAPE STEAL HIS SPOUSE AND EVEN KILL THE WEAKER AND CREATE A HOLOCAUST.

THUS WHAT STARTED OUT AS A SIMPLE DISCUSSION OF WHO IS GOD’S THOUGHTS BECOMES THE THEOLOGICAL PHILOSOPHICAL PLATFORM FOUNDATION FOR THE NAZIS HAMAS FATAH ISIS AND ALL THE PALESTINIANS WHO WANT TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND KILL ALL THE JEWS. RAPE LARCENY
Collective punishment

Israel in order to stop the wave of terrorist attacks must hold the village or neighborhood from where terrorists come responsible for the actions of all its residents. Not only must the family members of the terrorist be held responsible
...but all the members of his/her community.

The terrorist who strike shoot or stabs innocent Jews throw stones bombs at autos of innocent Jews, consider all Jews responsible for the sin of being a Jew and living in Israel. This is collective punishment.

What is good for the goose is good for the gender.

We are not stabbing or shooting the members of the family of the
terrorist, or the members of his community. We are putting them on notice that everyone is responsible for everyone else. No one can shrug his responsibility. No one can say like Cain in the Genesis “I am not my brother’s keeper” God replied “the blood of your brother is crying from the earth”

So too, when the Arab community realizes that everyone is responsible for every one else they will be the police men to ensure that there be no more terrorist
attacks.